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By extending the minimal scotogenic model with a spontaneously broken global symmetry U(1)′

and a preserved Z2 symmetry, we build a seesaw model for generating neutrino masses at three-
loop level. The new particles have masses at the TeV scale and relatively large Yukawa couplings,
which leads to sizable rates for charged lepton flavor violation processes, well within future
experimental reach. The model is able to successfully explain the W mass anomaly and provides a
viable fermionic or scalar dark matter candidate, while satisfying all current constraints imposed
by neutrinoless double-beta decay, charged-lepton flavor violation, and electroweak precision
observables.
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1. Introduction

Radiative seesaw models are examples of interesting and testable extensions of the SM to
explain the light neutrinomasses. In radiative seesawmodels at 1-loop level, in order to successfully
reproduce neutrinomasses andmixing, one has to rely either on unnaturally small Yukawa couplings
or on a very small mass splitting between the CP-even and CP-odd components of the neutral scalar
mediators. In this work, we propose an extended scotogenic model [1, 2] with moderate particle
content, where light-active neutrino masses arise at the three-loop-level, providing a more natural
explanation for the smallness of the neutrino masses. The model under consideration is consistent
with the neutrino oscillation data and allows to successfully accommodate the measured dark
matter (DM) relic abundance, as well as the constraints arising from charged-lepton flavor violation
(cLFV), oblique parameters, in addition to being consistent with the observed W-mass anomaly.

In what follows, we introduce the model in Section 2, providing a description of its field content
and symmetries. We discuss some of its phenomenological aspects in Section 3, in particular
electroweak precision observables and cLFV processes, and summarize our findings in Section 4.

2. Symmetries and particle content

We propose an extension of the SM with an augmented symmetry group, by the inclusion of
a spontaneously broken global symmetry U(1)′ and a preserved discrete symmetry Z2. The SM
particle content is extended by an inert scalar doublet η and two RH neutrinos NRk

, which have a
non-trivial Z2 charge, as in the scotogenic model. The lightest state among the electrically neutral
components of η and the two states NRk

is thus a viable DM candidate. In addition, four electrically
neutral scalar singlets σ, ρ, ϕ, ζ are also included, all of them odd under Z2, except for σ, which is
responsible for breaking the U(1)′ symmetry at the TeV scale. Given these symmetries and particle
spectrum, the allowed charged-fermion and neutrino Yukawa interactions are,

−LY ⊃ y
i j
uφ q̄iL φ̃u jR + y

i j
dφ

q̄iLφdjR + y
i j
lφ

¯̀
iLφ`R j + yikη

¯̀
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+ Mkr
NR

N̄Rk
NC
Rr
+ H.c. , (1)

while in the scalar sector, the scalar potential include the terms,

V ⊃ λ15

(
ρζσ2 + H.c.

)
+ λ14

(
ϕρ3 + H.c.

)
+ A

[
(η†φ)ϕ + H.c.

]
. (2)

Together, these interactions are responsible for the 3-loop diagram shown in Fig. 1, which is the
leading contribution to the neutrino masses, since the tree-, 1-loop- and 2-loop-level contributions
are forbidden by the symmetries of the model.

3. Phenomenological implications

Oblique parameters and W boson mass The presence of extra scalars in our model affect the
oblique corrections of the SM, which are parameterized in terms of the well-known quantities T , S
andU. Since their values are measured in high-precision experiments, they act as constraints on our
model. Furthermore, the measurement of the W gauge boson mass by the CDF collaboration [3],
can be interpreted as an indication of non-trivial S, T , and U values, according to:

M2
W =

(
M2

W

)
SM
+
αEM (MZ ) cos2 θW M2

Z

cos2 θW − sin2 θW

[
−

S
2
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U

]
. (3)
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Figure 1: Scotogenic loop for light active neutrino masses where ` = 1, 2 and α, β = e, µ, τ.

In Fig. 2, we plot the 1-σ and 2-σ parameter space regions in which the CDF result can be explained.
We note that the CDF measurement can accommodate scalar masses in the TeV scale, provided that
the mass splitting among the charged and neutral scalars is not larger than a few hundred GeV. In this
scenario, in addition to explaining the anomaly and avoiding the current experimental constraints,
the model becomes highly predictive, providing signatures in cLFV experiments, as detailed below.

Charged lepton flavor violating observables The radiative cLFV decays µ→ eγ and µ→ eee,
and µ − e conversion process in atomic nuclei, are excellent probes to test our model. They arise
at 1-loop level from the exchange of charged scalars η± and RH neutrinos NRk

. We perform a
random scan over the parameters of the model and calculate the corresponding cLFV rates. We use
an adapted Casas-Ibarra parameterization, so that all the calculated points reproduce the observed
neutrino masses and mixing. The result is shown in Fig. 3, assuming normal ordering (similar
results are obtained for inverted ordering). It is apparent from Fig. 3 that the high precision
expected for future µ − e conversion and µ→ eee experiments will allow to probe a large portion
of the parameter space of the model. In Fig. 3 we also show two benchmark points, marked as the
blue and red stars (which have counterparts in Fig. 2). In these points, all the current constraints
are satisfied, the W mass anomaly is explained and observable rates in cLFV future experiments are
predicted. They are concrete examples of the potential and predictivity of the model.
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Figure 2: The 1σ and 2σ regions which accommodates the CDF measurement of the W mass.
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Figure 3: Correlation between the cLFV processes µ→ eγ, µ→ eee and µ→ e conversion in gold nuclei.
The current (projected) upper bounds are indicated by the black full (dashed) lines.

4. Conclusion

We have constructed a 3-loop radiative seesaw model that produces the tiny active neutrino
masses and accommodates a fermionic or scalar DM candidate. The 3-loop suppression allows
the new particles to have masses in the TeV scale without fine-tuning the Yukawa couplings. We
have shown that the model is capable of explaining the W mass anomaly and leads to interesting
phenomenology, especially on cLFV processes, which are within the sensitivity of future facilities.
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